09:00-9:30: Registration and welcome
09:30-9:45: Introduction
09:45-10:45: Technical presentations, Session #1: SVE introduction and details
10:45-11:15: Coffee Break
11:15-12:15: Technical presentations, Session #2: ArmIE, ACLE, and Tools
12:15-13:00: Account setup and first touch with Arm systems
13:00-14:00: Lunch
14:00-15:00: Hands-on #1: Walk through compiler, ArmIE, and Tools with HACC
15:00-15:30: Coffee Break
15:30-17:00: Hands-on #2: ACLE examples of SVE features, including complex extensions, in-register reductions, etc.
17:00-17:30: Wrap up and Q&A
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